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INVITATION

Would like to invite you to the opening of
WARSAW EURO PRIDE HOUSE

On Friday 8 June 2012, 16.00
ul. Solec 44, 00-394 Warszawa

Euro Pride House is a space for all fans, players and football supporters during the UEFA European Championship in Poland and Ukraine. Its focus is on the LGBT community but is open to all who want to tackle homophobia in football. Join us to celebrate and support equality!
Underground Pride Houses in Ukraine due to homophobic violence
Social media to share the Euro Pride House experience
London 2012 Olympic Games
Pride House at CA House, Limehouse Basin
Pride House Festival in various venues throughout London
www.pridehouse2012.wordpress.com
PRIDE HOUSE INVITES YOU TO A PRIVATE VIEWING OF

AGAINST THE RULES

AN EXHIBITION FEATURING LESBIAN AND GAY ELITE ATHLETES

FRIDAY 3 AUGUST 2012 FROM 7PM AT CA HOUSE, LIMEHOUSE BASIN MARINA, LONDON E14 8EG

RSVP: PH2012FRIDAY@GMAIL.COM
WWW.PRIDEHOUSE2012.ORG
Local LGBT groups and international LGBT sport organizations came together to fund and organize Pride House London 2012
London Broncos rugby league held first LGBT match in honor of Pride House
Pride House football tournament organized by Phoenix FC
Fearless
by Jeff Sheng
a nine-year long photo project of “out” LGBT athletes on high school and college sports teams in the United States and Canada

fearlessproject.org
Visitors included South African Olympic archer Karen Hultzer, captain of the GB sitting volleyball team Claire Harvey, and karate champ Patricia Duggin.
Gay Star News and pinksixtynews main media partners

Why the Olympic Pride House is standing tall for gay sport

Whether you think the Olympics are for you or not, LGBT sports and human rights come together at London 2012’s Pride House.

8 AUGUST 2012 | BY MARC NARMAN

Tomorrow (8 August), partners in London’s Olympic Pride House and other organisations will be joining in a protest against the homophobic ban by Russian authorities on a Pride House at the 2014 Winter Olympics.

The Sochi Exhibition in London is Russia’s promotional push for the winter games which will be held in the city of the same name on the Black Sea coast.

The judge who endorsed the ban on an LGBT Pride House in Sochi said that it would damage Russian morality and even endanger Russia’s future as a viable country.

So why was it important?
A visit with the Peter Tatchell Foundation to Sochi Park
Pride Houses in active planning stage
PHI seeks partners for Pride House events in Sochi

Pride House International seeks partners in 2014 Olympic and Paralympic national houses international coalition asks supporters to call on their National Olympic Committees to host events in Sochi Pride House

International today launched its efforts to partner with national houses at the 2014 Sochi Winter Olympic and Paralympic Games. The intent is to overcome the legal obstacles from Russian authorities to the creation of a

Lack of firm action from UN on Sochi Olympic Truce

Posted by Pride House Intl on Sep 23, 2013

Respect needed in choice of 2020 Olympic host

Same-sex hand-holding campaign for Sochi Olympics
Same-Sex Hand-Holding Initiative (SSHH!)
www.holdhandsinsochi.tumblr.com
Is there room in town for LGBT Inclusion?
Leviathen.Hendricks@gaygames.net